
12” Apple Wood Unicorn Hair Core Applewood wands are not made in great numbers. They are powerful and best suited to 
an owner of high aims and ideals, as this wood mixes poorly with Dark magic. 

13” Ash Phoenix Feather. The ash wand cleaves to its one true master and ought not to be passed on or gifted 
from the original owner, because it will lose power and skill.  

13 1/2 “ Black Walnut Dragon heartstring Less common than the standard walnut wand, that of black walnut seeks a master of 
good instincts and powerful insight. Black walnut is a very handsome wood, but not the 
easiest to master. 

12 3/4” Cedar Phoenix feather These wants are drawn to owners with  strength of character and unusual loyalty. 

10 3/4” Holly Unicorn Hair  Holly is one of the rarer kinds of wand woods; traditionally considered protective, it 
works most happily for those who may need help overcoming a tendency to anger and 
impetuosity. 

12 3/4” Chestnut Horned Serpent horn This is a most curious, multi-faceted wood, which varies greatly in its character depend-
ing on the wand core, and takes a great deal of colour from the personality that possess-
es it. 

13 1/2” Dogwood Unicorn Hair Core Dogwood wands are quirky and mischievous; they have playful natures and insist upon 
partners who can provide them with scope for excitement and fun. 

12 3/4” Ebony Dragon Heartstings This jet-black wand wood has an impressive appearance and reputation, being highly 
suited to all manner of combative magic, and to Transfiguration. 

12 3/4” Holly Phoenix feather Holly is one of the rarer kinds of wand woods; traditionally considered protective, it 
works most happily for those who may need help overcoming a tendency to anger and 
impetuosity. 

9 3/4” Maple Troll whisker I have often found that those chosen by maple wands are by nature travellers 
and explorers; they are not stay-at-home wands, and prefer ambition in their 
witch or wizard, otherwise their magic grows heavy. 

13 1/2” Pear Dragon heartstring This wands of splendid magical powers, which give of their best in the hands of the 
warm-hearted, the generous and the wise. Possessors of pear wands are, in my experi-
ence, usually popular and well-respected. 

13” Pine Thunderbird tail feather The straight-grained pine wand always chooses an independent, individual master who may be 
perceived as a loner, intriguing and perhaps mysterious. Pine wands enjoy being used creatively, 
and unlike some others, will adapt unprotestingly to new methods and spells. 

12 1/2” Redwood Unicorn Hair Core Wand-quality redwood is in short supply, yet constant demand, due to its reputation for 
bringing good fortune to its owner. 

11 1/4” Rosewood Phoenic Feathers Wand-quality redwood is in short supply, yet constant demand, due to its reputation for 
bringing good fortune to its owner. 

13 3/4” Silver Lime Phoenix feather This unusual and highly attractive wand wood was greatly in vogue in the nineteenth 
century. Demand outstripped supply, and unscrupulous wandmakers dyed substandard 
woods in an effort to fool purchasers into believing that they had purchased silver lime.  

12 1/2” Walnut Serpents Horn Highly intelligent witches and wizards ought to be offered a walnut wand for trial first, 
because in nine cases out of ten, the two will find in each other their ideal mate. 

11 1/4” Willow Unicorn hair Willow is an uncommon wand wood with healing power, and I have noted that the ideal 
owner for a willow wand often has some (usually unwarranted) insecurity, however 
well they may try and hide it. 

12 1/4” Red Oak Kneazle whiskers You will often hear the ignorant say that red oak is an infallible sign of its owner’s hot 
temper. In fact, the true match for a red oak wand is possessed of unusually fast reac-
tions, making it a perfect duelling wand. 

13” Yew Unicorn Hair Core Yew wands are among the rarer kinds, and their ideal matches are likewise unusual, and 
occasionally notorious. The wand of yew is reputed to endow its possessor with the 
power of long life and strength. 

12 3/4” Vine Thunderbird tail feather Vine wands are among the less common types,owners are nearly always those witches 
or wizards who seek a greater purpose, who have a vision beyond the ordinary and who 
frequently astound those who think they know them best. 

12 1/4” Rowan Dragon heartstring Rowan wood has always been much-favoured for wands, because it is reputed to be 
more protective than any other, and in my experience renders all manner of defensive 
charms especially strong and difficult to break. 

14 1/4” Poplar Phoenix feather "If you seek integrity, search first among the poplars". Here is a wand to rely 
upon, of consistency, strength and uniform power, always happiest when work-
ing with a witch or wizard of clear moral vision. 

12 1/2” Hornbeam Snallygaster heartstring Hornbeam selects for its life mate the talented witch or wizard with a single, 
pure passion, which some might call obsession (though I prefer the term 
‘vision’), which will almost always be realised. 
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